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19. On Some Properties of Umbilical Points
of Hypersurfaces.

By Yosio MUTS.
Tokyo Imperial University.

(Comm. by S. KAKEYA, M.I.A., March 12, 1940.)

(1) Let us consider in an /1-dimensional Riemannian space /
a hypersurface V denoted by

p, , =1, 2, ..., /1
=()

i,, k, =1, 2,..., n.

Then we get the following relations"

Nox =0, gavNaN=1,

Hi: x +{},,-{]} ,xa= NN
where N is the unit vector field normal to V and {$} and {} are
the Csffel symls construct from the fundamenl tensors g
and g of V,+ and V. rctively. From the cond fundamental
tenor we can consuct the quantity

(1.1) . gNg

which is only multipli by under the transformaon g gv.
A line of cuature is a curve x(t) which satisfies the equations

(1.2) Ms=.
When we differentiate (1.2) with respt to t we get

(1.3) Ma +M aa +h,
(1.4)

(1.5) M+3M.+M.b +3M-kaa +aMka
+2Mka +M.#a +M&
ac +3hb +3a +,

where

(1.6) b’= a’+ {} aa!

and M., M- etc. are the covariant derivatives of M with respect
to g.

We call a point on the V, a perfectly umbilical point when there
is a line of curvature passing through the point in each direction.
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Let us consider the equations satisfied by M and its derivatives
at a perfectly umbilical point

As are arbitrary at such a point, we get at first from (1.2)

hence

(1.7)
because of (1.1) or

(1.8)
Then (1.3) becomes

and as # are arbitrary we obtain

or
(1.9)

M,,, 0 a=O,

M M#=0.

(mgsb "Jr- Mfba) led’J (M+Mo) gbd’J (M6ad’-M)gb

g(M Mdb Mb) gb(M M Md)

g(MMMd)+g(MM+Mb).

Multiplying by g we

(1.10) (n+ 1) (Mc+Mu=+Mcab)+Matgbc+Mbllga,+ Mcltgab

on account of (1.8). Multiplying (1.10) by gb, we get

(1.11) MJ=0.
Then multiplying (1.9) by g* we get

(n+ 2) (Mb+Miba) 2Mabi O

From th equations, (1.10), and (1.11) we obin

(1.12) Me 0.

(2) Now Cazzi’s equations in the conformal geometry of Rie-
mannian spaces a the follongx)"

(2.1) M Mk+ 1 ( kd--Mag) NCaa,0,#a" 0
--1

As at a rfecfly umbilical int (2.1) omes
NaCav,O,aOz"=0

we can s the following threm-
Threm" Tke Wevl confmal curvature of R$emannn space

vanhes at a int if at th pnt in eh directi there a hyper-
rface with the pnt as a rfecgy umlal pnt.

1) K. Yano" Proc. 15 (1939), 340.
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Therefore we consider in the next section the case where V/ is
conformally flat

(3) When V/ is conformally fiat Codazzi’s equations become

(3.1) M M-t--I---(Mq Mg) 0

which give on differentiation
1(3.2)

where
(3.3) L#
At a perfectly umbilical point (1.4) becomes

because of (1.12) and as are arbitrary we get

(3.4) Mgd) gi(aMde)

As M is symmetric in k and l because of Ricci identity and (1.7)
we get from (3.4)

(3.5) gab(Lea/L)+g(Lb+La) -t- gad(Lbc’t- Lb)
"{- ged(Lab -I- Lba)

(t-{- 2) (Mabcd-t- Macbd’{-MadbMcdab+Mbda’t-Mb)
hence

2Lgab’t- (n-t- 4) (Lab-t- Lba)-- (n-l-2) { Tb-t- 2(Lb-t-

(3- 2) Tab --Tl,(Lab "- Lba)"2Lgb(3.6)
where

(3.7) Tij Mi.ikg

On the other hand we obtain from (3.2)

1T L+
n

(Lgi-L) O,

that is,

T(.)- L(,)+ 1 (Lg(,- L(o) O,
3--1

2(n-- i)
{n( + 2Lg  }

These equations and (3.6) give

(3.8) Tab=O,

(3.9) Lab "[" Lba 2___ Lgab

Multiplying (3.4) by g we get
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(T/, -[- 6) (Miabv-Mibva-Micab)-2(Lgbc-Libgca-Lgab)

2{(Lb/Lb)g/(Lb/Lb)ga-(La-La) gib}-2 (Miabc- Mibva-Micab- Mbcia-Mcaib" Mabic)

because of (3.8). Multiplying by gbc again we get

(n+4)L 2(L+L)+Lg,,
hence

(3.10) L=ILgn
because of (3.9).

Therefore (3.5) becomes

M+Macbd-’[- Madbc-]-M,+Mbdac+Mbcag

4L (gbg’gacgbd’ gadgbc)
n(n+2)

and as the left side becomes

6Mabcd- (Macbd Mabcd)- (Madbc Mabdc)+ (Mcdab Mcadb)

+ (Macbd- Mabcd) - (Mbdav- Mbadc)- (Mbcad- Mbacd)

we obtain, by using (3.2) and (3.1(),

6Mb-- L (2gagbd’ 2gozgb-- 4gabgcd)
n(n-1)

4L (gabg,-I- gacgb, -I- gadgb),
n(n+2)

that is,
L(3.11) Mabcd=

(n-1)n(n/2)
{ 2gg+n(gagbg-gadgb)}.

(3.2) and (3.4) are satisfied by (3.11).
At the point where (1.7), (1.12), and (3.11)are satisfied (1.5)takes

the form

La (n- 1) (n+2) t-
3 gabfffb

and from the equations obtained by differentiating (1.5) successively we
get the expressions of Lb, Lc, etc. in terms of , so that we can
solve the differential equations of the lines of curvature passing through
the point with an arbitrary initial values of , if L =V 0. Hence we
obtain the following theorem"

Theorem" At a perfectly umbilical point (1.7), (1.12), and (3.11)
are satisfied. Besides, when L -0 these relations are the su2ien con-
ditions for a perfectly umbilical point.

Especially when V./ is fiat (3.11) becomes

(3.12) N K(gg+gg+gg)


